In their preface to the first edition, Kirby and Spence asserted that natural history had too often been used perversely "to derive arguments either against His being and providence, or against the religion revealed in the Holy Scriptures."
In contrast to Walsh, many of Darwin's contemporaries scorned his theory for a host of reasons, several of which involved natural selection (Hall 1973 , Mayr 1982 , Bowler 1990 . The majority of Victorians, unaware of advances in geology, interpreted the Bible literally and believed the earth to be 6,000 years old .
Evolutionary principles are routinely applied to problems in human health and disease, for example, the design of flu vaccines and drugs to combat HIV-AIDS. Researchers have exploited the genetic makeup we share with invertebrates, using these organisms as models to understand gene expression, function, and regulation in humans.
Intelligent design should not be confused with Biblical fundamentalism because it allows for an ancient earth and, to some extent, evolution. However, it makes no predictions, advances no hypotheses, and is not falsifi able; therefore, by defi nition, it is not a scientifi c enterprise.
As an educator, one of my foremost goals is to heighten awareness of the nature of science and the relevance of evolutionary theory in our daily lives. To that end, I concur with Miller (1999) and Scott (1999) that we must acknowledge and respect the religious views of those whom we seek to enlighten. We should inform them that many of today's great scientists accept evolution and profess a powerful and abiding belief in a supreme being, as did many of their predecessors.
